Abstract
Introduction
Many traditional data mining tasks in natural language processing focus on extracting and mining topical data. In recent years, the natural language community has recognized the value in analyzing opinions and emotions expressed in free text, developing the field of sentiment analysis to research applications of opinionated text and methods for extracting it. While early applications focused on review classification (Pang and Lee, 2004) or sentence classification (Seki et al., 2007) , many recent applications involve opinion mining in ways that require a structured view of the opinions expressed in a text-for example Archak, Ghose, and Ipeirotis' (2007) application of sentiment analysis to analyzing product pricing. We have proposed (Bloom, Garg, and Argamon, 2007) that a fundamental task in sentiment analysis is the extraction of appraisal expressions, the basic grammatical structure expressing a single opinion. In their most basic form, appraisal expressions consist of three common parts, including an attitude which states the nature of the opinion, a target which the opinion is about, and a source who expresses the opinion. Other parts may also be present, such as a second target, when the attitude is a comparative adjective. An appraisal expression is not necessarily contained in a single sentence, and parts of an expression may be elided or filled by anaphoric references to other sentences.
Our work on appraisal expression extraction began with shallow parsing attitudes and applying modifiers to compositionally represent the meaning of adjectival attitude phrases (Whitelaw, Garg, and Argamon, 2005) . We later developed a technique for finding targets of opinions using shallow parsing and dependency parse paths (Bloom, Garg, and Argamon, 2007) . The technique discussed in that paper used a lexicon of common opinion targets for a given domain, and a hand-built list of dependency parse paths to link these potential targets to attitudes and to identify new targets not included in the lexicon. In this paper, we present a technique for learning these paths from the extracted attitudes and the partial lexicon of opinion targets. We demonstrate that the effectiveness of this learning technique is comparable to the manually constructed list of attitudes used in the previous paper.
2.
What is appraisal?
Appraisal theory (Martin and White, 2005) , based in Systemic-Functional Linguistics, deals with three grammatical systems that convey opinion. The ENGAGEMENT system deals with how writers position statements with respect to other possible statements on the same subject (such as admitting or discounting the possibility of other views). The ATTITUDE system deals with direct evaluations of people, objects, and facts. The GRADUATION system deals with the way evaluations conveyed by the ATTITUDE system are affected by modifiers. We model one piece of the GRADUATION system-the attribute of force, or the strength of an attitude. In broad outline, the ATTITUDE system classifies the grammatical type of the opinion into one of three types: affect refers to an emotional state (e.g., 'happy' or 'angry'), and is the most explicit type of appraisal, being centered on the person experiencing the emotion. Appreciation evaluates the intrinsic qualities of an object (e.g., 'it's beautiful'), while judgment evaluates a person's behavior in a social context (e.g., 'he's evil'). The ATTITUDE system also deals with the orientation of opinions, determining whether they are positive or negative.
The orientation of an attitude, which is whether the attitude is negative or positive, is also an obvious part of appraisal theory, and determining the orientation of an attitude is the essential task in sentiment analysis. Our software system is designed to extract and analyze attitude groups, which are realizations of the ATTITUDE system, the GRADUATION system, and orientation.
Systemic-functional systems specify a network of choices that writers can make about the meanings they wish to convey in their writing, and these choices impose constraints on the text. The ATTITUDE system imposes constraints on the lexis used to express opinions, properties of the target, and the grammatical locations of other parts of the appraisal expression. While Martin and White do not discuss grammatical locations at all, Hunston and Sinclair (2000) explored the structural patterns by which adjectival evaluation is expressed in text, but with no relation to appraisal theory. Bednarek (2006) has done some work in connecting these two theories, explaining how differences in the attitude expressed affect the availability of different structural patterns to convey the attitude.
Related work
The technique presented for extracting appraisal expressions presented here is based on our previous work (Bloom, Garg, and Argamon, 2007) . We first identified opinions from a lexicon, and then used a list of 29 linkage specifications to find targets, based on the position of the attitudes. Work by Popescu and Etzioni (2005) takes a similar approach, albeit with some differences. They first find explicit features of the product under review, by using simple extraction patterns with their KnowItAll information extraction system. Afterward, they use a short list of ten grammatical linkages to find opinion words, and they use relaxation labeling to assess the orientation and force of those opinion words. It appears that the learning technique presented in this paper should be useful with both extraction systems. Prior work that relates to learning linkage specifications comes from information extraction, where several techniques have been proposed for learning extraction patterns for binary relations. Because the nature of information extraction generally deals with relations that occur much less frequently than the attitude-target relation, many of these techniques are concerned with learning much longer lists of high-precision, low-recall patterns. These patterns are frequently based on more specific features than purely syntactic linkages, such as the text surrounding the entities to be extracted.
Such is the case in DIPRE (Brin, 1998) and its successor Snowball (Agichtein and Gravano, 2000) , which start with small lists of around ten examples of the target relation and learn patterns of the form <text-before, slot-1, text-between, slot-2, text-after>. They iterate several times, generating new lists of patterns and using those to generate new lists of high-confidence seeds. The two methods differ mainly in how they compute confidence and in how they represent the text in the patterns.
There are several supervised approaches to binary relation learning. The closest to our approach is that of Miller et al. (2000) , who augment the phrase types in a phrase-structure syntactic parser to recognize grammatical phrases as corresponding to particular relations and slots.
Kambhatla (2004) has developed a method for predicting the type of relationship between pairs of mentions using a multi-class classifier. This technique extracts all entities using a named entity recognizer, then trains a multiclass maximum entropy classifier to predict one of 24 relation types, or assign a "no relation" option. Features used in the classification include words in and between the mentions, entity types of the mentions, dependency parse features, and phrase-structure parse features.
Appraisal extraction system
Our attitude extraction system operates in three stages. In the first stage, it identifies attitudes and some candidate targets by shallow parsing. In the second stage, it links attitudes to candidate targets and identifies new targets by syntactic position. In the third stage, it disambiguates between multiple possible appraisal expressions that can be constructed from a single attitude group.
Identifying attitudes and targets
The first phase is identifying attitudes and candidate targets by shallow parsing, a process we call chunking. In shallow parsing, the computer works to identify the beginnings and ends of a certain type of phrase (like a noun phrase or verb phrase) without the use of a full phrase structure parse. The goal of the chunker is to shallow parse in order to find phrases of a certain type, and compute attributes of the phrases it finds, modeling the behavior of modifiers within the phrase. When extracting attitudes, the chunker begins with a lexicon of nominal and adjectival appraisal head words, which define initial values for attributes of the attitudes these convey. These attributes include the attitude type and the orientation and force of the attitude. These lexicon entries can be ambiguous, specifying multiple possibilities for type of attitude conveyed by the headword. Other attributes of the attitude can also vary with the attitude type; for example, the word devious can be a realization of negative propriety or positive capacity, depending on context.
The chunker looks for occurrences of these in the text, and upon finding them it looks leftward (taking advantage of English word order) to attach modifiers to the words and update the values of the attributes according to the modifiers. This process is described by Whitelaw, Garg, and Argamon (2005) .
The chunker is also used to identify potential targets using a domain specific target lexicon and type taxonomy. The lexicon contains many of the most common words used as targets in a specific domain. For example, when working with reviews of digital cameras, the lexicon contains a list of the parts of a camera. When working with movie reviews, it contains general terms referring to aspects of movie-making and marketing. It also contains a list of actor, director, and character names from the movie that the particular review discusses, all slurped from IMDb. The chunker finds all of the target groups matching words specified in the lexicon, but the target lexicon does not have enough coverage to find all of the target groups that are actually present in the text. The associator (described in the next section) is designed to find additional target groups based on their syntactic position.
We perform chunking with several other lexicons as well, to give us additional information about the target. For example, we have a lexicon that captures the DEICTICITY system of noun phrases (see Halliday and Matthiessen, 2004) . A named entity recognizer may also be run at this stage if it is appropriate for the corpus. The associator (described in the next section) will gather the various kinds of chunks associated with a given target.
Linking attitudes to targets
After finding attitude groups and candidate targets, the system links attitudes to targets. There are two goals for this phase: (1) finding a nominal group that is the textual representation of the target, and (2) computing the values of attributes describing that target. The associator finds the target phrase by following paths through a dependency parse of the sentence containing an attitude. In a preprocessing step, our corpora are parsed using the Stanford dependency parser (de Marneffe, MacCartney, and Manning, 2006) . The associator contains a ranked list of paths through the dependency parse; these paths specify that certain kinds of links must be traversed in a certain order. These paths are called linkage specifications. For each attitude in the corpus, the system looks for linkages, paths through the dependency tree that connect any word in the attitude to what will become the last word of the target phrase and that match one of the linkage specifications. Upon finding a word in a suitable syntactic position, the associator performs shallow parsing, looking to the left to build a noun phrase that ends in the located word.
To compute the values of attributes describing the target, the associator gathers various kinds of target chunks, such as the candidate target, the DEICTICITY system, and named entities mentioned in the previous section. When any of these chunks overlaps with the nominal group found by the associator, it will be considered as a part of the target, and the values of its attributes will be used as attributes of the target.
For example, take the linkage specification attitude y x target amod dobj nsubj ← ← → When we apply it to the sentence The Matrix was a good movie, the chunker finds good as an attitude. The associator then finds the word Matrix as shown in Figure 1 . Through shallow parsing, we determine that this is part of the phrase The Matrix, which is the target of the evaluation. Since the phrase The Matrix is in the target lexicon because it is the name of the movie, its attributes are copied and used as attributes of the target. 
Disambiguation
At this point, the appraisal expression for a given attitude group may have multiple interpretations found by the computer, with different linkages used, as well as ambiguities in the attitude type or other attributes of the extracted appraisal.
The resolution of ambiguities created by different matching linkage specifications is resolved by a postprocessing step built into the associator. Any linkage which connects to a candidate target (from the domain-specific lexicon chunked previously) is given higher priority than linkages that do not include a candidate target. Where multiple linkages all connect to candidate targets, or where there are multiple linkages but none connect to candidate targets, one that comes earlier in the list of linkage specifications has higher priority than one that comes later. The postprocessing step retains only the highest priority linkage for each attitude group.
Where an attitude group had an ambiguous interpretation (for example, the word devious described above), a probabilistic Expectation-Maximization learner is used to learn the probability of different attitude types, given the attributes of the target and the linkage specification used to connect the attitude to the target. Since most attitude groups are not double-coded for attitude type, the system bootstraps from the singletons and learns the parameters required to disambiguate the ambiguous instances. 
Learning linkages
To make a system which encodes a lot of knowledge feasible for consumer use, it is important to develop methods whereby the various kinds of knowledge used in the system can be learned quickly, without requiring many man-hours of work to adapt the system to new domains. To that end, we have developed a technique for learning linkage specifications from a dependency-parsed but untagged corpus and a seed lexicon of targets and attitudes.
To operate the learner, we begin by running the chunker to find all attitude groups using the attitude lexicon, and to find a collection of potential target groups using the domain-specific target lexicon. As mentioned above, the chunker finds all of the target groups matching words specified in the lexicon, but the target lexicon does not have enough coverage to find all of the target groups that are actually present in the text.
The linkage learner looks at each sentence and considers all possible attitude-target pairs in that sentence. It computes the path through the dependency parse tree which connects the last word of the attitude to the last word of the target, and adds it to the list of linkage specifications found by the learner. For each linkage specification, a count B is maintained, counting the number of times a specification was seen connecting both a chunked attitude and a chunked target. Linkage specifications with more than five links in them are not considered by the learner.
After finding all possible linkage specifications, the learner tests the specifications in descending order of B to compute more statistics for the linkage specifications. (Because this is a time consuming process, we asked the learner to compute only full statistics for the top 100 linkage specifications, but this number is configurable.) It computes T', the number of times the linkage specification was seen with an attitude but no candidate target; A', the number of times it was seen connecting a candidate target, but no attitude; and N, the number of times it was seen with neither an attitude nor a candidate target. These four statistics can be used by scoring metrics to find the best linkage specifications to be used by the associator. Though we don't use all four, there is no extra cost to computing all four for use in further research.
Finally, to select appropriate specifications for use in the associator, we apply a scoring metric to pick the top rules. We consider the value
T' B B +
to be the confidence of the linkage specification, which measures its tendency to connect to candidate targets in places where it's known to connect to an attitude. (This is similar to the situation when the associator is actually run.) We cannot use the confidence as our scoring metric, however, as it tends to favor longer, more specific linkage specifications. As a result, many appraisal expressions are extracted where no target is found because no syntactic path from the attitude group matches any of the linkage specifications.
To adjust for this, we use the scoring metric
T' B B B
+ ⋅ to give high weighting to linkage specifications that are used frequently, but lower their score when they have lower confidence. This metric tends to slightly favor shorter, more general linkage specifications, while still giving high confidence linkage specifications a boost.
Corpora and lexicons
The lexicon used to identify attitudes is based on the lexicon originally developed for our previous work (Bloom, Garg, and Argamon 2007). Since the publication of that paper, the authors have extended it to include nominal appraisal head words, and modifiers which modify appraisal in nominal groups. The current version of the lexicon includes 207 modifiers, and 3,814 appraisal head words (2,108 are adjectival appraisal, and 1,706 are nominal appraisal). The lexicon is hand-built, with words culled from several sources, including sample movie reviews, Martin and White's (2005) samples, WordNet synset expansion (Miller, 1995) , and the lexicons used in the General Inquirer (Stone et al., 1966) .
We tested the learner on two corpora of reviews, each with its own domain-specific target lexicon.
The first corpus is a collection of user product reviews taken from epinions.com and supplied in 2004 for research purposes by Amir Ashkenazi of shopping.com. The base collection contains reviews for three types of products: baby strollers, digital cameras, and printers. Each review has a numerical rating (1-5); based on this, we labeled positive and negative reviews in the same way as Pang and Lee (2004) did for the movie reviews corpus. The products corpus comprises 15,162 documents (11,769 positive documents, 1,420 neutral documents, and 1,973 negative documents), averaging 442 words. There are 905 reviews of strollers, 5,778 reviews of ink-jet printers, and 8,479 reviews of digital cameras, covering 516 individual products.
Generic target lexicons were constructed by starting with a small sample of the kind of reviews that the lexicon would apply to. We examined these manually to find generic words referring to appraised things to serve as seed terms for the lexicon and used WordNet to suggest additional terms to add to the lexicon.
The second corpus is the standard publicly available collection of movie reviews constructed by Pang andand Lee (2004) for the review classification task. This standard testbed consists of 1,000 positive and 1,000 negative reviews, all taken from the IMDB movie review archives.
2 Reviews with neutral scores (three stars out of five) were removed by Pang and Lee, giving a data set with only clearly positive and negative reviews. The average document length in this corpus is 764 words, and 1,107 different movies are reviewed.
For the IMDB corpus, we constructed a target lexicon of generic terms related to aspects of movie-making and marketing. Since movie reviews often refer to the specific contents of the movie under review by proper names (of actors, the director, etc.), we also automatically constructed an additional lexicon for each movie in the corpus, based on lists of actors, characters, writers, directors, and companies listed for the film at imdb.com. This additional lexicon differs from the output of a named entity recognizer (NER) because it breaks down the extracted names into fine levels of detail denoting their particular role in the movie. (Most NER packages stop at the level of person, organization, or location.) Each movie-specific lexicon was used only for processing reviews of the movie it was generated for, so the system had no specific knowledge of terms related to other movies during processing.
From the experience that we have gained with the corpora while evaluating them, we have determined that the product reviews contain simpler appraisals, less creative metaphor, less varied syntactic structure (specifically a noticeably higher incidence of situations where the attitude is an adjectival modifier of its target), and less varied attitude types (a strong emphasis on quality, a subtype of appreciation). The movie reviews corpus contains more metaphor and more variation in syntactic structure and attitude type. A particular hallmark of evaluation in movie reviews is the presence of evaluation written into in the plot of a movie by the movie's makers and summarized by the reviewer as part of a plot summary (for example, references to evil characters).
Results
We evaluated the linkage learner by comparing the performance of its learned linkage specifications against a manually constructed list of linkage specifications based on those used in our previous work (Bloom, Garg, and Argamon, 2007) . Beginning with their list of linkage specifications, we added 12 new linkage specifications specific to nominal appraisal at varying priorities in the list. We operated the linkage learner on each of the corpora separately, and we evaluated each set of learned linkage specifications on the corpus it had been learned from.
One of the authors rated the extractions. He rated 150 appraisal expressions in each of four experiments-a manual linkage experiment and a learned linkage experiment for each of two corpora. He was presented with extracted appraisal expressions, with the target and attitude bracketed in the sentence from which they were drawn. He evaluated them for several criteria:
• Appraisal. Indicates whether the rater thought the extracted attitude group actually conveyed an attitude in context.
•
HumTgt. Indicates whether the rater could identify a target of the appraisal in the presented sentence. If the target was anaphorically referenced from another sentence or was elided in the presented sentence, the target was not in the presented sentence.
Correct. If the rater was able to identify a target in the presented sentence, did the computer find the correct target? • Percent. The percentage of appraisal expressions for which he could identify the target where the computer also got them correct.
The results are presented in Table 1 . The linkage specifications learned by our learner tended to perform comparably to the manually constructed linkages previously used in this system. Both systems tended to suffer from the same kinds of errors. These errors include spurious appraisal, parser errors, selection of the wrong linkage where several linkages matched, and appraisals that don't have targets.
This last situation occurs particularly with nominal appraisal, where an appraisal may be an anaphoric reference to its own target; for example, in the sentence This [problem] outweighs all of the positive points of this product, as far as I'm concerned, the attitude problem is a reference to its own target, which is described more fully in a previous sentence. Another similar situation is where a quality is mentioned in the abstract and not associated with any target; for example, but the laughs are built on 
Conclusion
We have described a system for extracting opinion targets that uses grammatical linkages to find suitable phrases, and heuristic postprocessing to select the correct target from several candidates. We have presented a method for learning the grammatical linkages necessary to find opinion targets starting from a seed lexicon. A manual evaluation shows that automatically learned linkages perform comparably to a manually constructed list of linkages used for the same purpose. Immediate future work includes developing a more flexible machinelearning disambiguator that can select the correct link using local context and handle the other types of disambiguities about attitude type that we have discussed. Ideally, we would like to develop a new disambiguator that considers multiple interpretations of an appraisal expression (representing ambiguity in all of these attributes), and learns to rank them and select the highest ranked interpretation. This would eliminate the need for a postprocessing step in the associator, and would inherit the functionality of the probabilistic disambiguator.
Notes

1.
A third type of ambiguity that is not yet resolved is where a particular candidate target had ambiguity among its domain-specific types. For example, when a movie is written and directed by the same person, we wish to disambiguate whether an appraisal of that person is an appraisal of him in his capacity as the writer or director of the movie.
2.
See <http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data>.
